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                                                                                                                      Jessica Mein, Obra Onze, 2013,  acrylic medium 
                                                                                                                      on canvas and wood, 15 3/4 x 23 x 1 1/2".

When São Paulo’s ban on outdoor advertising went into effect in 2007, it left the city’s billboards look-

ing something like Jessica Mein’s paintings: sun-blanched color fields with the scaffolds showing 

through, like perspective grids held up to the sky. In Mein’s case, the scaffolds are canvas stretchers, 

exposed not by progressive urban policy but by X-Acto knives and unthreaded hemp. The urgency of 

these destructive gestures is, at first blush, no clearer in Mein’s work than in any other contemporary 

canvas-vandal, punishing a medium without caring to indict it for anything in particular. Yet her latest 

exhibition, “Obras,” sidesteps much of the preciousness and vacuity of this vogue by turning it toward a 

history of blanked-out spaces.

Obra means both artwork and construction site, and Mein intends both senses here—telescoping 

urban and pictorial space in what appear to be modest abstractions on distressed canvas. Their geo-

metric motifs, in fact, come from sections of now-disused billboards. In the transfer to the stretcher, 

these graphic fragments assume a waxy, spectral quality, alternatively hovering over the surface of the 

canvas and sinking some inches below it, as the slashes and unwoven sections compete to occupy the 

foreground. This oscillation might be an old trick—and indeed the exhibition is almost mobbed with 

references, from Barnett Newman’s zips to Ellsworth Kelly’s shaped canvases to Agnes Martin’s 

parallels—but at their best moments Mein’s paintings are as oblique as the exhibition’s architectural 

intervention: a vertical slipshod slice through one of the gallery’s walls, aligned with a weftless “zip” that 

runs through a cantaloupe-colored canvas. As many commentators noted, when the billboards came 

down in São Paulo, the favelas beneath them came to attention. Mein’s excised canvases might not 

have that degree of social potency, but they’re admirable for seeking contact with a history beyond 

painting’s false endgames.
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Like the affichistes of nineteen-fifties Paris, this young Brazilian uses posters and billboards as the 
raw material for abraded abstract collages, which she calls obras, a Portuguese word that means 
both art work and construction sites. In many, she has meticulously unthreaded the canvas or 
hemp that supports the abstraction, leaving delicate see-through stripes. Some of the pieces are 
too complex for their own good; one sits on the floor, another spans a crevice pointlessly created 
in a wall for the purpose. But the best works collapse the boundary between found and made. 
Through Dec. 22.
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                                                                      Jessica Mein, Billboard, 2010, still from a video animation, 4 minutes 15 seconds.

“Verso Reverso,” Jessica Mein’s solo debut in New York, has its origins in the outdoor advertising ban enacted in her 
hometown of São Paulo four years ago. In her collages and animations, the promotional imagery of discarded billboard 
sheets serves as the basis for a sustained exploration of the paradox of repetition. Approaching Blue Windows, 2011, 
the viewer passes through a series of teasing discrete resolutions: The collage appears first as muted, high-contrast 
fragment, showcasing the sharp, unambiguous lines of a commercial photograph depicting a modern building in front 
of a blue sky. But the sheets are hung loosely, and on a closer look their creases and folds reveal the regularity of the 
half-tone printing process, in which dots of cyan, yellow, and magenta are closely gridded. On this surface the artist has 
punched out holes and reglued their respective disks in patterns mirroring the printing process. Using sheets that were 
discarded for production faults, Mein mingles those mechanical errors with her handmade interventions, the repeated 
forms subtly changed by their very reappearance.

In an animation on the opposite wall, Billboard, 2010, collaged and overdrawn stills from a video show a worker mount-
ing a billboard. In the jerky stitching of the animation, objects keep diverging and reframing: The ladder loses rungs (at 
times the worker hangs in space with Buster Keaton resolve), the billboard sheets disappear and reappear. In its playful-
ness and emphasis on process, the parallel installation of an animation and the commonplace raw ingredients it is 
made of recalls William Kentridge, and for both artists meaning is built up through the reappearance of images, 
changed at every step and coalescing into a coordinated effect.

— Zachary Sachs



 Through July 19

Taking Gerhard Richter’s shadowy 15-painting cycle about the 
imprisonment and demise of the Baader-Meinhof gang, a 1970s 
West German terrorist group, as inspiration, this group show stands 
out from the breezier summer fare elsewhere in Chelsea.

The curator Birgit Rathsmann and the artists she has commissioned 
have their work cut out for them: Mr. Richter’s project is not only a 
bellwether of conceptual painting, but also probably the best art 
ever made about terrorism. Inevitably, the responses include some 
cowed reworkings of major images. (Neil Bender and Jochen Plog-
sties both choose “Dead,” a painting of Ulrike Meinhof’s supine 
head, while Jessica Mein and Daniel Rich gravitate toward the 
crime-scene shot “Arrest.”)

Others explore Mr. Richter’s streaky, quasi-photographic brushwork, 
sensing its power to evoke selective or repressed memory. Siebren 
Versteeg uses algorithms to convert one of Mr. Richter’s source 
photos into a large-scale, black-and-white abstraction; Grayson Cox, 
in his video, rinses emulsion from a screen print to reveal a copy of 
Mr. Richter’s “Youth Portrait” (a painting of Ulrike Meinhof ). 
And a few artists speak directly to Ms. Rathsmann, who asks what 
the Baader-Meinhof episode might mean “to artists in another 
country gripped by fear of radical terrorists, albeit a generation  
removed and an ocean away.” David Lukowski contributes a bulg-

ing, unattended backpack, which turns out to be stuffed with onions; evoking crowdsourced videos rather than 
the stills that inspired Mr. Richter, it suggests that artists confronting terror today may need to look beyond 
history painting. 

A version of this review appeared in print on June 28, 2013, on page C24 of the New York edition with the 
headline: ‘October 18, 1977’.



Dubai-based Brazilian artist Jessica Mein combines drawing, painting, collage, photography and 
video to create her unique animation artworks. Each of her videos is based on a simple visual of 
some everyday activity; but the images and interventions that seep into that visual result in a 
complex, multilayered structure of thoughts, emotions and ideas woven together. Mein's videos 
have no beginning or end, because rather than creating a time-based narrative, she is inter-
ested in the interplay of time and space and in playing with the materiality of different media.

"I come from a family of lace-makers and their way of marking time in making their laborious 
work always moved me. I have been interested in drawing since childhood but when I went to 
New York to study art, I was introduced to the medium of video and liked it because the mate-
rial of video is time. However, while working on my videos, I really began to miss drawing and 
the materiality of paper. So I started experimenting with ways to blend the two media," she 
says.



Mein began by printing out her videos, drawing on top of them and scanning the work to 
create animated images. She enjoyed this dialogue between her drawings and her videos. "By 
transferring the video images on to paper, I am treating the film as a flimsy piece of paper. The 
truth of the film thus becomes a precarious truth that can be bent, cut and folded," Mein says.

In her debut exhibition in Dubai, curated by Larissa Kolesnikova, Mein is displaying five short 
animations, along with select works on paper.

One of her earliest experiments in mixed media animation is titled DeleveleD. It features a 
woman endlessly walking up and down a spiral staircase. As suggested by the visual and the 
palindromic title, this work is about the endless loop of time. As the woman walks, the stairs 
seem to disappear and reappear under her feet, creating a sense of instability. Interspersed 
with the video are images of a building in Mein's birthplace, Sao Paulo, designed by a well-
known architect, and her ink drawings of delicate lace. Through this seamless transition 
between video, photographs and drawings, the artist comments on the ephemeral yet infinite 
nature of time and the delicate, unstable structure of the society we live in.

In Cegueira, which is Portuguese for "blindness", the main actor is a venetian blind. As it moves 
up and down, it is like a metronome marking time — or a curtain that reveals and conceals a 
world that lies beyond.

And this world consists of gritty images of the city with graffiti-covered walls and of empty 
fruit crates carelessly stacked to form precarious structures, interlaced with pictures of sleek 
modernist architecture and rows of dog houses. The artwork is made up of over 600 drawings, 
collages and animated pictures. Besides the visual reference to the neglected, ugly underbelly 
of a big city, there is also a metaphorical aspect to the work. "These dog houses are made from 
the wooden crates shown in the video. They are meant to be homes for pets, but the irony is 
that they are made by homeless people, who live on the streets," Mein says.

Crates of fruits also feature in Natureza Morta. Here, Mein has shot a video of a fruit vendor in 
rural Argentina setting up a temporary stall by stacking the crates against a wall and then 
clearing them all up at the end of the day. Once again, Mein explores the idea of unstable 
structures created from the crates and the endless loop of time. But here, she also plays on the 
words "Natureza Morta" or "still life" by using cutouts of famous still-life paintings of fruits by 
masters such as Cezanne and works by anonymous artists.

In her latest work, titled Blackout, Mein has used videos, photos and drawings of power lines in 
Dubai. Marking a new direction in her work, she has manipulated the images by cutting, splic-
ing, bending and overlaying them to reflect how the horizon is being spliced and diced by the 
crisscrossing power lines.

The video begins with a white space, which is gradually filled with the ever-changing patterns 
created by the power lines and towers merging and sliding away, and the patches of blue sky 
in between till they accumulate to create a complete blackout.

"This work is made up of more than a thousand drawings, collages, over-layered stills and 
scanned images ,and the manipulation of the paper takes the synthesis of the mechanical and 
man-made in my work to another level. And the non-narrative progression from white horizon 
to black makes it almost an abstract animation about slicing space and time," Mein says. "All 
my videos are silent because I want them to have a dialogue with my drawings and sound 
would distract from that," she adds.

Blackout will run at The Pavilion Downtown Dubai until March 8.



Nicholas Hayes On Leslie Baum And Jessica Mein At Tony Wight, Chicago
By Saatchi Online · April 2, 2009 · Denmark ·

baumthickcloud.jpg
Leslie Baum, ‘I am coming to you in a thick cloud’, 2008
oil on canvas, 42? x 53?

JMein.jpg
Jessia Mein, ‘Untitled’, 2008
Collage and ink on paper

Dissolution and accumulation dominates Leslie Baum’s ‘Half Life/ Half Light’ and Jessica Mein’s ‘Natureza Morta’. Their 
works both illustrate an urge to the unfinished. These artists direct these urges in complimentary directions: Baum 
towards desolate remnants and Mein towards mindless production.

At times, more thought seems to have been put into the paintings’ poetic titles (such as “I am coming to you in a thick 
cloud” or “Confident Arrival of Night”) than on the canvas. However between the flat surfaces of the solid logenze shapes 
and the transparent stain, the raw canvas taunts the ultimate reality of the unfinished project. Baum’s paintings seem not 
half-formed but perhaps the image is three-quarters finished. After one more turn in the studio, a well-crafted abstrac-
tion might emerge. But this abstraction would not encapsulate the ruined and ruining atmosphere of the work. The 
works push beyond the pebbled accumulations of the surface since the work is neither unformed nor complete. Perma-
nent partiality dominates the work, strangling a broad intellectual exploration. Bright yellow, pale blue, fleshy peach and 
gloom (sometimes watered down) give an emotive tonality to each piece. But these too are simple partial emotions.

The formations appear to be landmarks. But if these are landmarks, they lead nowhere.
The work sits disjointed in different planes. These structures at most mark the way to generally over-utilized potentiali-
ties of the canvas. The work is strained by its simplicity, too much of too little. These are not the defiant atomic like 
qualities of the truly minimal or the consuming sensuality of cathartic expression, this work hangs like a prominent sigh. 
Perhaps in the disjointed composition this work insists that all bodies are imperfect, all parts contradictory. There is no 
way to push through this condition. All here is disaster; all here passes from pre-existence to rubble.

Perhaps the aspect of Baum’s work that is most challenging is the fact reproduction, removal from the original context 
gives the compositions a finer sense of integrity, which ruins the conflict in the work.

Mein similarly struggles with the work that is built on the unformed accumulation. Piles and raw medium characterize 
her work. However, instead of the aftermath, she is in the middle of accumulation, of excess. This work is of a non-
destructive explosion. Just excess. Natureza Morta, her video loop, reveals and revels in the perpetual emptying and 
replenishing. The stocking of the fruit stand is ceaseless; it is ever bountiful but never overstocked.

This work denies the final partiality of the Baum’s work. Simple accumulation and its promise to continue dominate the 
video and collages. Only more stands against the white void of the page. A shaky but careful hand arranged these 
compositions, betraying their subjectivity while not providing a further deeper realm. The beauty of Mein’s capitalistic 
impulse is that it consumes and excretes all. The simple melons of one work, the accumulation of tiny frames in another 
are generated and tumble into the blankness of the page. Collage encapsulates the excess. Based on a simple mark the 
work is permeated with simplicity of the organization of a harsher whole as it balances ferocity and banality. But there is 
no frustration of speed in this accumulation. It maintains a simple beat with the precision and monotony of water 
torture.

Leslie Baum: Half Life, Half Light
Jessica Mein: Natureza Morta
Until 11 April
Tony Wight Gallery
119 North Peoria Street, #2C
Chicago, IL 60607


